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Chairman Mao And The Waco Massacre

A person’s opinion is a direct result of what has
been placed in his databanks. Control the data -
and you control the person.

America’s Databanks

THE GOVERNMENT CLAMPED ON MONOPOLY
CONTROL OF DATA CONCERNING THEIR ASSAULT
ON THE WACO COMPOUND. The only data that went into

America’s databanks was PsyWar data. All news was tightly censored.
Those targeted were denied a voice; reporters were kept 2 miles away;
trespassers seeking information were taken into custody; alternate-media
reporters were arrested; all news and announcements were channeled
through government secret service spokesmen.

According to the spokesman, the Davidians were "killed accidentally,"
were "victims of a fire purposely set by their leaders," or committed
"mass-suicide." Also, they were believed to have had either "illegal,"
"unnecessary," or "too many stockpiled guns."

In the 51 days they were under siege, the FBI spokesman found no
redeeming virtues in the besieged. They were totally bad; "they cursed,"
"used 4-letter words," "lied," "were sacrilegious claiming to be god," "were
insane," "manufactured drugs," "assaulted babies leaving them bleeding,"
"held children hostage," "sexually assaulted children," "held women
hostage," "were suicide-prone," "committed suicide," and - without trial,
were pronounced "guilty" by the director of the FBI.

The FBI spokesman and his superiors affirmed that the government-
authorized killings were "totally necessary," "good," "benign," "helpful,"
and "lawful." The actual perpetrators described themselves as "concerned,"
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and "noble." They had "no bad features," had made "no mistakes," and
certainly "no bad judgment."

But, Waco is important, but, for reasons other than "PsyWar," "newspeak,"
and "massacre." It is another milepost down America’s misty stream of
destiny. It lifts the shade that reveals tomorrow’s stark reality.

Basic Differences

There are wolves and there are sheep. There are wolf- people and there
are sheep-people. There is a sheepfold and there is a wolf s-den. Sheep
are made kings and priests by their Shepherd. They have no superior but
the King of Kings. The sheep obey their Shepherd’s Law.

Wolves obey their alpha-wolf. Sheep have "Law" -  wolves have "policy."
Wolves prey on other wolves, and wolves eat sheep. Sheep try to keep
from being eaten. This is the world of wolves and sheep[1].

Government Databanks
"A person is what he reads."

John F. Kennedy required his staff to read Machiavelli’s The Prince. This
book teaches Princes and their Central Committees how to lie to their
subjects.

Col. L. Fletcher Prouty wrote "JFK, The CIA, Vietnam, And The Plot To
Assassinate John F. Kennedy." In this book he says that the U.S. military
has been ordered to study the writing of Chairman Mao Tse-tung. Again:
"A person is what he reads."

You may find out what our government has been studying by obtaining
Mao’s Little Red Book from your local library. It explains Waco.

China’s Wolf-den

China is a nation of wolves. To understand the wolf, one must understand
the wolf-den. The wolf-den stands in contrast to a sheep fold.
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The sheepfold is composed of "Biblical homesteads," the kingdom given
by the Shepherd to his sheep in which each sheep is to be self-sufficient,
a king and a priest. The land is never to be sold. Sheep may form
partnerships, and joint ventures. They elect temporary project-managers
(politicians, ship-captains, or generals) who are hired help.

The ultimate power in a sheepfold is the sheep family-unit. This power
rapidly vanishes as it rises upward. An intact sheep- fold knows no king
but their Shepherd - he is their King of kings.

The natural habitat of the wolf is the wolf-den. The wolf-den is structured
like a wolf-pack. The alpha-wolf rules supreme and all other wolves stair
step down in authority. Wolves may do as they like, as long as they obey
their leader. The alpha-wolf’s wish, whim, or policy, is instant wolf-pack
law. The wolf-den is ruled like one giant wolf- corporation - a reflection
of the wolf-pack itself. There is a hidden controlling-stockholder or
"capitalist," whom few have ever seen[2].

The word "capitalist" is a communist word. It signifies a person’s claim
to rule is based on wealth. An alpha-wolf capitalist has access to virtually
unlimited amounts of money. He hires an agent (king, warlord, president,
general, leader) to carry out his wishes.

To aid this executive officer is a Central Committee or "board- of-
directors." They may be hand-picked by the "capitalist." If not, the Chief
Executive Officer does the picking. Mao was picked as China’s CEO.
Mao’s China is a progression of all that went before.

Wolf-Communism

Communism did not start with Karl Marx. It has existed as long as wolves
have existed. The traditional leader of the China wolf- pack was its
Emperor. The Emperor appointed his own Central Committee of ministers.
All of China stair stepped down in authority.

China is vast. The Emperor and his Central Committee ministers could
not effectively oversee everything that was going on. This allowed
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far-flung areas to form their own little wolf- packs. They were called
"clans" - miniature wolf-packs. Most were based on family. They were
blood kin. The clan itself owned land. Since the clan leader ("patriarch")
was an alpha-wolf, he was also the "landlord" who held 7th and 8th cousins
virtual slaves. Some of the clans numbered as many as several hundred
thousand. Some a million or more.

They operated as independent wolf-packs which existed within the
Emperor’s greater wolf-pack. The leaders of the larger packs were called
"warlords," the smaller ones - "patriarch." China was a conglomerate of
a hundred-thousand independent wolf-packs having little in common. The
powerful warlords gave only lip-service to the Emperor and the Emperor
was afraid of them.

The religion of China blessed this age-old arrangement.

Twentieth Century & Revolution

An alliance of clans overthrew the Emperor. Its spokesman was Sun Yat
Sen. He was a usual wolf-spokesman - a communist who called himself
something else. He had a powerful brother-in-law, a warlord named
Chiang Kai-shek. Both were married to the daughters of Charley Soong
- a shadowy international alpha-wolf capitalist who, along with all his
family, was educated in the United States and spoke impeccable English.
He was the richest man in the world[3].

Japan invaded China. The leader of China’s biggest allied wolf- pack
alliance was Chiang Kai-shek. He fought them every step of the way. The
shadowy capitalist who backed him brought the U.S. into the war as their
ally. FDR’s family, the Delanos, had long- standing economic interests
in the orient. China’s next largest clan was led by the "Marxist- Leninist-
Stalinist communist" - Mao Tse-tung.

When Japan was defeated by the U.S., the U.S. double-crossed Chiang
Kai-shek and cut off his supplies. Comrade Mao’s army was given
everything they needed to defeat the Nationalists.
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Keep it straight: First the Emperor who ruled as a typical communist
potentate, then the Nationalist-communists, and last the Mao-communists.
It was the same wolf-pack with different names, different leaders, and
different problems.

Mao Cleans House

Mao’s communist juggernaut conquered China. Standing at the height of
success, Mao was up to his neck in the usual Chinese problems - the same
problems his predecessors had had. Mao’s Little Red Book, the book
studied by our government, states on page 255 that the wolf-pack should
operate in the following manner:-

We must affirm anew the discipline of the Party, namely:-

1 - the individual is subordinate to the organization;

2 - the minority is subordinate to the majority;

3 - the lower level is subordinate to the higher level; and

4 - the entire membership is subordinate to the Central
Committee.

Whoever violates these articles of discipline disrupts Party
unity.

This is standard wolf-talk. Mao, the Chairman of the Central Committee,
was describing how he wanted his wolf-pack to operate. His Little Red
Book, p. 294, outlines the problems as he saw them, and the problems that
he intended to solve:-

A man in China is usually subjected to the domination of three
systems of authority (political authority, clan authority and
religious authority) ...for women, in addition to being
dominated by these three systems of authority, they are also
dominated by the men (the authority of the husband). These
four authorities - political, clan, religious and masculine - are
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the embodiment of the whole feudal-patriarchal ideology and
system, and are the four thick ropes binding the Chinese
people[4].

With a little background it is easy to understand what he was talking about.
Mao could not govern China for his master as CEO if everything he said
had to be approved by tens of thousands of petty alpha-wolves, each of
whom rebelled at every turn and who claimed the same power Mao
claimed. A powerful wolf-pack can have only one alpha- wolf.

Mao’s public schools (plank number 10 Communist Manifesto) taught a
generation of young Chinese the theory of Marxist-Leninism. Educated
Mao’s way - they were turned loose on China in an operation which Mao
called his "Cultural Revolution." This revolution removed clan competi-
tion. Clan leaders (landlords) were lined up and shot. Religious leaders
were lined up and shot. Millions were transported to other regions to be
integrated with strangers to break up kinship unity. Tens of millions died
in the cleansing of China. With these obstacles removed, there remained
a single leader - Mao. With a single leader - all things are possible.

Mao’s Little Red Book on p. 295 explains the reason-
:

"The political authority of the landlords is the backbone of all
the other systems of authority. With that overturned, the clan
authority, the religious authority and the authority of the
husband all begin to totter."

Mao set the rule that is slavishly followed by his devotees throughout the
world:-

"Before a brand-new social system can be built on the site of the old, the
site must be swept clean. "Mao’s Little Red Book, p. 33[5].

China Extends Its Shadow - Vietnam

Vietnam was split in two parts. The northern part was ruled by Ho Chi
Minh. He was a CIA employee[6]. His army was equipped from the
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massive unused stockpile of American munitions left over from WWII.
The French colonials who returned after WWII found themselves out-
numbered, out-gunned, and were quickly vanquished. N. Vietnam be-
came a safe communist "base area" from which raids could be launched
throughout Indo-China.

"When we talk of... the base area as a factor, we mean that we have an
armed people. That is the main reason why the enemy is afraid to
approach our base area. Mao’s Little Red Book, p. 90

N. Vietnam’s problem was the Catholic Tonkanese Chinese. They were
the biggest clan landlords and controlled most of the valuable land in N.
Vietnam.

S. Vietnam also had the same problem, but in its case the valuable land
was tightly held by thousands of landlord clans who had held the land for
centuries and who owned allegiance to no one.

America’s CIA solved both problems at one time. CIA PsyWar experts
scared the Catholic Tonkanese-Chinese in N. Vietnam by telling them
that they were scheduled to be "pacified." In Vietnam, "pacification"
means "extermination." The Tonkanese panicked. The CIA arranged
transportation for 1,100,000 of these alien people to move to S. Vietnam.

Vietnam vs. America

VIETNAM: Aliens were transported and dumped onto a native popula-
tion that had no room for them. They turned to crime and violence to
survive. S. Vietnam broke into civil war from one end to the other as
natives and invaders fought each other for food.

AMERICA: The unrestricted immigration of aliens into the U.S. is a
copy of the Vietnamese plan, which provided the S. Vietnamese with an
enemy to fight.

VIETNAM: The CIA chose a leader for S. Vietnam who was descended
from the ancient Emperors, but he was a Catholic while most S. Vietnam-
ese were Buddhists. This was a constant irritant to the S. Vietnamese.
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AMERICA: The establishment media chose a president for America
who is part Cherokee Indian[7]. His brother and sister both have criminal
records. His irritating misstatements and anti-Christian positions are
resented by the Christian people he was chosen to rule over[8]. This is a
replay of what the CIA did to disrupt Vietnam.

VIETNAM: Diem, the S. Vietnamese leader, recruited countless alien N.
Vietnamese Tonkanese into his government and army. They abused the
S. Vietnamese people they were supposed to help rule. This caused the S.
Vietnamese government and its army to become an enemy of the native
S. Vietnamese.

AMERICA: The present American president has recruited over 50% of
his top government officials from strangers. The army he commands is
heavily recruited from strangers and its commander is a stranger. Many
Americans are beginning to look on their own government as the one who
persecutes them. This is what happened in Vietnam.

Wolf "Law & Order”

VIETNAM: The U.S. army was sent to Vietnam to "suppress commu-
nism" and "restore order." In the process, entire S. Viet villages were
leveled and their people moved from clan lands to safe areas where they
were integrated with other clans. There was a general confiscation of
firearms from S. Vietnam’s natives. This prevented them from being able
to defend themselves from the Tonkanese in the S. Vietnamese army.
Unarmed S. Vietnamese were easier to kill than armed ones.

AMERICA: The forces of the UN stand ready to help "suppress commu-
nism" or any outbreak of "terrorism" in America. Farms, each represent-
ing an independent "point of resistance" - a "clan" - are being "legally"
confiscated wholesale by international usury banks - the "landlord-capi-
talist" side of wolf-communism. Clan neighbourhoods are being broken
up and integrated by federal law, and their inhabitants integrated by
neighbourhood and public schools. A general hue-and-cry is going up
from the government to confiscate firearms from Americans. Affirmative
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hiring is replacing Whites in America’s police forces, job forces, and
educational system. This is exactly what happened in the Vietnamese-
Chinese scenario.

Militia “Base Area”

"Not only must we have a powerful regular army, we must also organize
contingents of the people 's militia on a big scale." Little Red Book, p. 90.

VIETNAM: N. Vietnam was the "base area" established with the help of
the CIA, and was off-limits to attack by American armed forces. This area
supplied munitions to keep the war going in the south. S. Vietnamese
"militia" guerrilla units set up underground tunnel complexes all over S.
Vietnam that the U.S. armed forces was unable to discover or combat. It
served as a safe "base-area" for operations against Americans even when
placed under American base camps.

AMERICA: Cuba, Israel, China, and Brazil are "base areas" furnishing
men and material to America’s rebellious and belligerent wolf-packs.
They are "off-limits" to reprisals. Inner-city wolf-dens also double as vast
safe-zone "base area" arsenals which are largely un-policed. Nightly,
highly trained and heavily armed wolves on patrol emerge to wage
guerrilla-war, and to murder, rape and rob. The wolf-howl ignores the
more than 50,000 sheep-casualties sustained world-wide each day and
distracts the sheep’s attention with an isolated Rodney-wolf beating.
Some point to the "Crips" and the "Bloods" as two of the largest contin-
gents of "the people's militia on a big scale." This hostile build-up of
wolf-bands in the midst of America is what happened in Vietnam.

PsyWar

VIETNAM: PsyWar orchestrated by the CIA through Vietnam’s media
was directed against the native S. Vietnamese whom they wished to make
rebellious. The media threatened the S. Vietnamese with "pacification,"
i.e. "extermination." This intensified the peoples’ resistance to central
authority.
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AMERICA: PsyWar in America is geared to do the same thing. The
media blame the native Whites for everything. Nothing they do is right,
and nothing strangers do is wrong. The media constantly agitate Ameri-
ca’s wolf-packs to attack Whites. The system that is supposed to dispense
justice is blind - to Whites. This forces the victims to protect themselves
- an act the media and government brands as "terrorist insurrection!" If
the Vietnam experience is duplicated in America, soon, the natives will
be the fox to be hunted down and killed, and the strangers, directed by the
media, will be the hounds.

VIETNAM: In China, the U.S. denied supplies to Chiang Kai-shek’s
army. Chiang’s army fell - leaving Mao. In S. Vietnam, the U.S. denied
the S. Vietnamese army supplies. It fell - leaving Ho’s army supreme.

AMERICA: In the U.S. the armament industry is being moved overseas
to wolf-nations.

To further incite native America to resist, preferential- hiring practices
replace White workers with strangers. Entire capitalist owned American
factories are moved to foreign lands to make Americans wage-slaves.
Mao's suggestion on p. 9 of his Little Red Book tells why:

"The ruthless exploitation and political opposition of the peasants by the
landlord class forces them into numerous uprisings. "

No "ruthless exploitation and political opposition" - no uprising. Could
this be the primary reason that America’s workers are being laid off and
ruthlessly exploited by an artificial tightening of credit by International
Banks and competition from "coolie" labour? Without an uprising in the
U.S. there is less excuse to "sweep the land clean."

Phoenix Program - the "Finishing Touch

VIETNAM: The CIA, before departing, did its final cleaning of the
Vietnamese house with an operation called the "Phoenix Program."
Koreans, Philippinos, Vietnamese, and Americans were recruited into
killer-teams whose job it was to liquidate tens of thousands of S. Viet-
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namese "Landlords" - "clan leaders," "religious," and "political leaders."9
This put a ribbon on the job. When the Americans left, Vietnam no longer
had the problem of countless clan wolf-pack leaders to claim the alle-
giance of the people and dispute the authority of the alpha-wolf. All
blessings and all punishment now unquestionably come from the Viet-
nam's Central Committee. America had freed one more country from
tyranny according to the directions in the Little Red Book. Vietnam was
ready to take its place among the liberated nations of the world[10].

"Without the socialization of agriculture, there can be no
complete, consolidated socialism." LRB, p 29.

AMERICA: Farmer Kirk was called to his front door, shot down, and
left to bleed to death. The nationwide farmers’ rally in Kearny, Nebraska,
in 1985 to protest the Kirk killing and farm fore-closings was attacked by
the media, special interest groups of strangers, and Nebraska religious
leaders as nothing else had been attacked in years.

Gordon Kahl, the protester against tax-tribute, was a Christian "separa-
tist." He was shot in the back of the head and burned to death. Bob
Mathews was a "separatist" - he was besieged in a house and burned to
death. The Weavers were "separatists," the family was massacred, and the
attempt was made to bum them. The Davidians are the latest "separatists"
to be burned. Burnt martyrs are getting to be a dime a dozen. To the
alpha-wolf, a separatist is the same as a Chinese or a Vietnamese clan-
member. He owes his allegiance to God - not the alpha-wolf. His battle
cry "It is better to obey God than man " is received as a cry of defiance
and rebellion by the wolf-leader. The American Christian "separatist"
who obeys his God to "Separate yourselves from among this congrega-
tion, that I may consume them in a moment. "Num 16:21, will logically
be the quarry the wolf will most actively hunt[11].

The Media Creates A New America

The media has the power to elect presidents, senators and congressmen.
The media have the power to send the country to war. The media have the
power to cause the LA riots that cost hundreds of millions of dollars in
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damages. The media have the power to make a sleaze like Rodney King
a national hero, while at the same time blacking out the Ruby Creek
Massacre. Make no mistake, it knows what it is doing when it condemns
the Waco Davidians one day - and condemns the government the next.

It wasn’t accident. To set the stage for this change - the media "exposed"
the FBI’s founder as being a homosexual- sodomite. They gave "eye-
witness" accounts of what Hoover looked like dressed up in women’s
clothes. Coincidence? Hardly.

The new face given the FBI is not the present Director Sessions, whose
office is in Washington. For the last two months the FBI spokesman in
Waco, the "information officer" has had his face splashed all over TV. It
is his face - the hard face, the hard eyes, the one with the unforgiving,
strident voice. HIS is the NEW FACE of the FBI.

That sneering mouth and strident voice has daily given "information"
about "the compound," formerly the Davidian’s "Mt. Carmel Retreat."
He, the FBI accuser, accusing the besieged of murder, suicide, paedo-
philia, adultery, lying, sacrilege, cowardice, planning to blow up the FBI,
hiding behind children, hiding behind women, truce breaker, brutality,
bestiality - outrageous things.

The media praised his every attack with "amens" - all in unison. He would
accuse the Davidians of something, and the media would reply, "Lawd -
Ain’t it awful." He would tell something else and the media would wail,
"awful, awful."

Then, the Davidians were all dead. In an instant, the media "Plan 2" goes
into action. It is now the FBI that is "awful." Every story that the FBI had
told with "amens" from the media was now re-examined, exposed - .
What gives? The Davidians are "awful" one day, and, with no more
information to go on than they formerly had, the media now declare that
the government is "awful" for their part in "this dreadful, dreadful busi-
ness." The ultimate horror story being told is that the FBI used tanks to
punch holes in the "Mt. Carmel Retreat" and then inserted nerve gas
along with an incendiary mixture. As the nerve-gas reached the besieged
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they lost control of their muscles and dropped where they were standing
- all over the complex. In a conscious state and unable to move they
awaited the flames to be incinerated by the fire. This is what is supposed
to be the reason that there were so few survivors.

The part that doesn’t need confirmation is that the flames instantly
belched out of the windows as the tanks backed away. This was visible
on video[12].

Summary

Let us make matters crystal clear. In the writer’s opinion, the media is
setting the government against the people and the people against the
government - just as was done in Vietnam. Blacks are being incited
against Whites and Whites against Blacks. The object - CIVIL WAR!

Why? Who gains by war and blood-shed? Mao tells us:

"Before a brand-new social system can be built on the site of
the old, the site must be swept clean." LRB. p. 33.

From the grave, Chairman Mao loosed the wolves. His devoted followers
are leading them on. A thing once set in motion is difficult to be deflect-
ed. It is the culmination of the ages - it must be either the Wolf or the
Sheep, Jacob or Esau. It is a thing that will have to be seen through to the
end.

Everyone s choice is simple, there are only two; the Sodomites or the
Saints - Heaven or hell. There will be no second choice, and no second
chance. What the establishment did in China and Vietnam - they will try
to do here. The Mao mentality never changes.

MEETING GORBACHEV

Gorbachev came to Poplar Forest, Thomas Jefferson’s other home, to
speak at his 250th birthday celebration. It was an attempt to reconcile
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East and West. I sat 15 feet from where he spoke and could hear every
word clearly at the Gorbachev meeting.

The affair went off as one would have expected it to. Gorbachev was
expected at 5:30 and arrived at 6:15. He was expected to use the long
single lane entrance to the mansion that went through field and wood to
arrive at the front entrance where a welcoming party waited. Instead, his
cavalcade, arriving from Charlottesville, used the back service entrance,
blocking the cars of the guests arriving by the private drive, a single lane
road. It caused the most colossal traffic jam one can imagine until the
Russian cars could be moved[13].

Gorbachev is a little above medium height and has a nice face. His head
tends to round at the hat-brim in the Slavic manner, and his tattoo-like
birthmark on his head is as distinctive as his pictures make it out to be.
He wore a dark blue business suit in today’s Russian manner. The guests
wore black ties.

He is a good speaker even when speaking through an interpreter, who was
a bald headed type with a Bolshevik moustache. He spoke of Thomas
Jefferson, "who showed the world the way to democracy." He then spoke
of the book that he was writing - "a book to make me and my decisions
look better than they really were," which brought a laugh.

He next chided "timid investors" who overlook Russia as the world’s new
"land of opportunity," and the need for "economic cooperation." He went
on to say that Russia’s present desperate need for money should not have
to wait on Russian disarmament, "a matter that will necessarily take
considerable time."

It was a good talk and he was given a standing ovation.

Thomas Jefferson needs no help to stand alone after today’s illuminaries
have departed, and, if I were a wagering man I’d bet that he would have
said "amen" to Kipling’s, "East is east and west is west and never the
twain —–"
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LETTERS

Dear Richard: I need your help. My son Yorie was sent to prison
following a shoot-out between my husband, Gordon Kahl, and US Mar-
shals in Medina, ND in Feb 1983. This incident stemmed from a dispute
between Gordon and the 1RS. Yorie was Finally granted a parole hearing
in early December 1992. From the tone of the hearing, he had good
reason to believe that he would in fact be granted parole.

In late December, only days before he expected a decision from the
parole board, he was charged with violating prison rules by concealing a
knife in his cell. My son may be opinionated, but he’s not crazy!

He demanded that the knife be examined for his fingerprints and his
demand was refused by prison officials.

After a hearing, he was found guilty of rules violation solely on the
testimony of the one guard who allegedly "found" the knife. Yorie has
been denied parole AND placed in 24 hour solitary confinement where
he sits to this day. I have good reason to believe he will be re-located to
a maximum security prison in Colorado to spend the rest of his life in
solitary confinement. Animals receive better treatment!

I retained a lawyer to investigate this matter. He agreed to work for half
his normal fee. In addition, there will be investigator’s fees and other
legal expenses which will have to be paid. Any litigation with the federal
government will be time consuming and costly.

Yorie and I have no money. The government took all that Gordon had and
shot our N. Dakota farm home to pieces before killing Gordon down in
Arkansas. If there is ANY other way I would not be writing you, I simply
need help for my son. He loved his father and stood by him.

Donations are NOT a tax exempt contribution. They simply help me to
help Yorie in this latest effort of the government to destroy my family for
refusing to obey man rather than God. Sincerely, Joan Kahl Britton
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WACO: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: I just heard of the monstrous murder of 86
people in the Koresh compound - a burnt offering sacrifice to the devil.
The siege was apparently prolonged in the attempt to spark a rebellion by
white Christians. If they had, they would have been shot down by the
ready and waiting Federals. This would then have been used as an excuse
to attack Christians nationwide. The other half - the attempt to topple the
World Trade Centre would have taken 50,000 lives. Both operations
failed so other things will be done toward the same end. The cover story
is that Koresh and company committed suicide. They committed suicide
like Görden Kahl committed suicide and their bodies were burned to
conceal the evidence. It’s hypocrisy, that’s what. If the feds want unreg-
istered, illegal firearms, and criminals who use them all the time to
commit murder, rape, and robbery - come here to NY City! They are all
over the place. Those guys in Texas didn’t hurt anyone. If the policemen
who arrested Rodney King are guilty of using excessive force, what can
one say of the federal murderers in the Waco and Weaver cases? I’m sure
more persecution is on the way." S. R. - New York City

MD on AIDS: "Dear Richard: For your information there are a couple of
Mexican MD’s who report that AIDS can be spread by mosquitoes. If
they can carry a protozoa (malaria) why not a virus? I challenge doubters
with this test: A physician working at the construction of the Panama
Canal figured that the mosquitoes carried yellow fever. His discovery
was ridiculed. He went into a closed room with a yellow fever patient and
12 mosquitoes. Within a week the mosquitoes had transferred the disease
from the infected patient to him. Let the AIDS doubters go into a room
with an AIDS infected patient and 12 mosquitoes. If the doubter gets
AIDS - case proven!" MD - Georgia.

Notes

1) Wolf & The Sheep, Richard Kelly Hoskins, Va Pub. Co., PO Box 997,
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505, $5 plus $3 p&h.

2) In the communist jargon, the classical "capitalist" is the ultimate
alpha-wolf who with his gold gained by usury, monopoly, and tax-tribute,
always lurks in the shadows ready and eager to buy agents, assassins, and
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kings. To the Western world he is a chameleon, ever hidden - but his works
are clearly visible. His works can be discovered and dealt with - one by
one. The longer they remain unchallenged, the harder they are to remove.
Eternal vigilance is the price. A secure sheepfold requires that the
Watchman make whatever sacrifice is necessary for his people. "Greater
love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends."
John 15:13.

3) JFK, Prouty.

4) "Men and women must receive equal pay for equal work in production.
Genuine equality between the sexes can only be realized in the process of
the socialist transformation of society as a whole." Little Red Book. Mao.
p 97. "Enable every woman who can work to take her place on the labour
front, under the principle of equal pay for equal work." LRB, p. 288. Mao
is the father of America’s "woman’s lib”.

5) America’s copy-cat "Operation Clean-Sweep" that resulted in the
Sedition Trials was meant to be a similar operation. It failed when the
presiding judge rejected the FBI witnesses as being unbelievable.

6) JFK, Prouty.

7) New York Times, March 13, Cl.

8) "He that saith, I know him, and keepeth not his commandments, is a
liar and the truth is not in him." I John 2:4, "Thou mayest not set a stranger
(Heb: zûwr - racial alien) over thee, which is not thy brother." Deut. 17:15.

9) These are the types which when recruited into American government
secret-service enforcement teams arc so feared. With dead-souls and
numb-consciences, these types will not hesitate to shoot a mother holding
a baby in her arms, incinerate people, or do whatever else they are paid
to do.

10) It is easy to see why American POW-MIA can never be allowed to
return to tell America what they really know.
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11) "The enemy is eager lo destroy all that call upon the Lord. For he
knoweth that upon the day that Israel shall repent, the kingdom of the
enemy shall be brought to an end." Book of Dan 2:16-17.

12) The president clarified the lesson made by the Waco holocaust when
he commented. “People will now be deterred from joining cults by what
they have seen." His definition of an American "cult" will doubtless be
the same as Mao’s definition of a Chinese clan. Supporters of Thomas
Jefferson’s policies could be considered a “cult”.

13) I was later told by an "expert" on Russia, that to establish precedence;
"Russian leaders give instructions, they don’t obey them - just to prove
that they don’t have to."
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